Pet Friendly Agreement:

For the comfort and safety of our pets and guests, we kindly ask pet owners to follow the guidelines listed below:

- Small size Pets only are allowed to be hosted in Rooms, where we will be providing them Beds, Cover Blanket, Water and food Plates/ Bowels.
- Pets wastes are totally the Owner’s Responsibility.
- Pet friendly Rooms are all on The Ground floor exclusively.
- Housekeeping and Maintenance Service: I agree to make my suite available to housekeeping and/or maintenance needs and will arrange to have my pet out of the suite to accommodate this service.
- Verification that vaccinations are complete and up to date is required.
- Any damages caused inside the rooms will be assessed by the Cascades management and will be fully covered by the owner before the check out.
- Guest should be advised that pets are only allowed in outdoor food & beverage marina outlets & the Lodge by Cascades.
- Pets are allowed at the Lodge by Cascades Pool Designated Area.
- The pet zone Room is for your Pet’s Entertainment time.
- Pets should be On Leash ALWAYS (not longer than 6 feet), They are only allowed to be unleashed in rooms or Pet zone's Room and garden.
- Stay within the posted dog boundaries.
- Clean up after your pet waste on the friendly beach, place it in Trash Barrel.
- Pets must always be under Owner’s control.
- Pets must enter and exit the Beach From their Designated entrance Gate.
- Guest is responsible to remove pet from the beach in case of any act of Aggression Happens.

I acknowledge that I have been informed by the Lodge by Cascades pet-friendly policies and procedures. I am aware that I may be responsible for additional fees if damage, excessive noise and/or flea infestation occurs during my stay.

We appreciate and thank you for observing these rules. We hope you and your pet have a lovely stay at the Lodge by Cascades pet friendly.

Guest Signature: ...........................................

Mobile Phone .............................................
Pet Information:

Please complete all the applicable information for your pet and return form to the Front Desk.

- Name of Pet: ...........................................  Pet Type/Breed: ............................................

- Age of Pet: ...........................................  Weight: ............................................

Does your pet have any medical conditions or needs that the hotel staff should be aware of?

................................................................................................................................................................................

Guest Service Representative (reviewing the Pet Policy with the Guest): .........................

House Keeping Representative (inspecting room upon checkout): .................................